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This book is the fourth in a series of electron microscopy reference books edited
by M. A. Hayat. He also has a series on Electron Microscopy ofEnzymes and Prin-
ciples and Techniques ofScanning Electron Microscopy. These books fill a certain
void which existed several years ago between technique books and pure reference
books. It is pleasing to see volumes which bring persons interested in specific tech-
niques closer to sources ofinformation.
M. A. Hayat, realizing that certain persons are better qualified to write about
specific techniques, has entrusted the chapters of the fourth volume to persons he
feels are expert in the fields presented. Volume 4 deals with eight specific areas:
optical shadowing, relative mass determination in darkfield electron microscopy,
correlative light and electron microscopy of single cultured cells, denaturation map-
ping of DNA, examination of polysome profiles from cardiac muscle, particle
counting ofviruses, ultramicroincineration ofthin-sectioned tissue, and preparatory
methods for electron probe analysis.
This volume can serve as a starting point for persons interested in learning one of
the above-mentioned applications. When the above techniques are modified, as
many techniques are with time, one can look for citations of the many references
found listed at the end ofeach chapter, and, therefore, update the information with
time.
A few chapters may leave persons, lacking some background information with
some unanswered questions, but several of the other chapters are skillfully
assembled in extremely complete technical detail. These detailed accounts areeasily
understood, digested, and applied. They are beautifully organized and deserve
recognition ofthat fact.
Since many laboratories have emphasis in at least one of these eight areas, the
volume can be used to inform new employees of the background information in a
particular field ofinterest.
The applications included in this volume are much more specialized than those
covered in earlier volumes, but the field of electron microscopy is also following a
path offurther refinement oftechniques and applications.
This volume deserves reading by any person who would like to know more about
electron microscopy and/or specific applications included in this volume.
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